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Next Steps

Our goal:
Our goal is to reveal The Triune
GOD to you
through Hebrew
eyes so much so
that you will see
HIM more clearly,
love HIM more
dearly, and worship HIM ever
more sincerely.
These monthly
newsletters will
well bring you
ever closer to
HIM.

We all have them,
What we should Do
Where we should Go
When we should Arrive
When we should Leave
When we should Stay
When we should Speak
When we should be Silent
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The Heart of The Matter
Next

Isaiah 60:1 Arise,
shine; for thy light is
come, and The Glory
of THE LORD is risen upon thee.”

GOD has not
forgotten you. HE
has not left you.
Reach for HIM, take
hold of HIM. Never
let HIM go. HE will
be better than your
best dreams, greater
than your wildest
imaginations. Learn
HIS Ways, trust HIM,
rest in HIM. With
GOD, everything,
everything is going
to be alright!.

And not another.
There is ever that
which is next; not later, not whenever, not
this moment, but
next. It should be in
view, and done in sequence, for if it is
next, it needs you to
arrive there next to
be then present, and
then to do. The sequential aspect of
many parts of Life
from biochemistry to

computers to language in time and
space requires a sequencing that is specific and exacting for
what follows, which
is next. The World
champion chess
player: Capablanca,
of whom it was said
that chess was his
mother tongue, said
once: ‘I only think
ahead one move, but
it is always the right

one.’ This idea of so focusing on honing the
connection from where
we are to expand to
where we are going with
the best sequencing of
options, was also known
to Mendeleev, to a degree, who predicted certain aspects of The Periodic Table because it
made sense scientifically
with the patterns evidenced.

Steps
Starts with one, followed by another, each
one is one, is one is
one. All together they
form one step to a Larger-Greater-Higher Order,
one Level Step up to
another. The Step is
mastered, The Journey
is won, because it is
whole. Every step is a
part of the end, every
end starts at The Beginning, you keep The Last

Step in View, you walk
and do The Step and The
Step does you, having
everything you need to
awaken and connect to
it; becoming
ECHAD=One, where
there is typically another, a compound Unity;
step by step you go, you
arrive, you become who
you are. You must move.
A step is a process a
point an action, do not

become philosophic
but experience The Reality of your Faith in
GOD, Take The Step to
Forever.
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Did you know
that The Word Step has
Ultimately everything to
do With What GOD did
for us at The Cross?!
Understanding your Hebrew Lesson (below) will
unlock The Step to forever one must take to be
ever close to or ever cut
off and away from GOD,
for one must step in HIS
Step, and also appropriate The Work Done on

our behalf, an eternally
Binding and Freeing payment that established The
Step and Only step necessary and The Only Way
humanity could and thank
GOD be reconciled to
GOD. Understand this
well, and then do your Hebrew Lesson immediately
below with this ever in
view to frame your understanding correctly. AMEN!

Your Hebrew Lesson
A very interesting
Word:Ashur =Aleph-shin
–Waw/Vav-Resh. This is
The Hebrew Word for a
Step. It is, a deeper Level, a Word Picture for us
to see, apprehend, comprehend, do, and follow.
It is a picture, The First
Two Letters: Aleph-shin
=Esh =Fire. A step has
something to do with

Fire. Fire itself is a picture of GOD Consuming.
Now, The next Letter, in
our Word Picture for
“Step” is Waw, also
known as a Vav in modern Hebrew. We teach
Both. It represents, a
nail, a nail, a man, to establish, to name a few of
its inherent concepts
and identities. Then, a

Resh. Resh means, highest, most important,
head. So, all together,
we have a deeply revealing Word picture that truly applies ultimately to
our LORD, for a step is:
GOD consuming The
crucified man who is The
Head. Thus our Step to
Forever is to Accept Forever GOD’s Sacrifice.

Rev 22:12
“And, behold,
I am coming
quickly; and
MY reward is
with ME, to
give every
man
according to
what he has
done.”

What do you say when
You should be doing something else, when you share
with them your next step in
Life? Other than the inherent
wrong actions against GODman-and Conscience, only
someone hearing and seeing
GOD’s Plan for your Life
would know The Next Step for
your Life because they can
see The End from The BeginPage 1

ning, know your Scroll well
enough to intersect you at a
GOD-Given DIVINELY Appointed Time to speak into you, and
it will ever ring True in your
innermost Being, in your inner
sanctum far away from the
corruption of the world the
flesh and
; you know, you
will always know. What you
choose may be different , due
the devil
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to weaknesses and entanglements you have with the world
the flesh and
, but you will
always know The Truth, you
cannot deny it or avoid it, it is
ever present. Listen for THE
HOLY SPIRIT’S VOICE, and be
Like YESHUA =JESUS WHO
Only did What HE SAW THE
FATHER DOING. You must follow The Path too.
the devil
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For HIS Glory

Background on Joel Young Summary Joel B. Young was
born in New York in 1955, to Jewish parents. He grew up going to Hebrew School from childhood to his late teens. As a
young man, Joel Young, while continuing his Biblical studies,
found the reality of our LORD and SAVIOR YESHUA through
personal experience. He says, "God has been very gracious
to me, giving me ever deeper revelatory truth from HIS
WORD.".

Joel Young
For HIS Glory Ministry
3112 North Jupiter Rd. # 217
Garland, Texas 75044
www.forHISGlory.org

Write us at:
2 Timothy 2:15

www.forHISGlory.org
Contact us

“Sir, we wish to see JESUS"

Be diligent to present yourselves approved to GOD,
workers who need not be ashamed, cutting straight
The Word of Truth.”

John 12:21

1.

We believe in The God
of Abraham, Isaac and
Jacob.

2.

We believe that GOD
revealed HIMSELF in
three personal selfdistinctions: FATHER,
SON, and HOLY SPIRIT.

3.

We believe that THE BIBLE from Genesis to
Revelation is THE
WORD of GOD.

4.

We believe in the literal
interpretation of The
WORD of GOD.

5.

6.

Statement of Beliefs

We believe in the virgin birth of THE MESSIAH.
We believe in the Jewish
MESSIAH, JESUS
CHRIST, who suffered
and died for the sins of
the world.
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7.

We believe that JESUS
CHRIST rose from the
dead on the third day according to the Scriptures.

8.

We believe that JESUS
CHRIST will soon come
again to judge the world
and reign in Righteousness.

9.

We believe that only the
Atoning Blood Sacrifice of
THE LAMB of GOD has
the power to save sinners.

10.

THE PRINCE of
PEACE, is the only ONE
who can bring peace to
Israel and the nations .

11.

We believe that study is
one of the highest forms
of worship through which
we can better experience true worship.

